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Features:
• It fully exert the advantages of point light source,convenient for synchronous color changes, sectionalized changes, 

scanning, text animation display and so on,so as to make its application more flexible, it is widely used in light-emit-
ting word, special-shaped screen, wall lighting, background wall and other projects,

• It has compact appearance, plugging card-style design, and using drilling installation design which allow it to be 
freely tailored, connected and make installation and maintenance easier.

• Its scientific water-proof treatment project makes it competent in the outdoor enviroment. ( IP67 ).

Please read this specification carfully before installation.If you have any questions, please get the 
answers from us before your installation.

The method of wiring:

Notice:

The product is group-control lights,40pcs/string. the working voltage is DC5V,It can not be powered by the voltage 
which is more than 5V or alternative voltage,otherwise it will damage the lights permanently.Adoptting 3-way or 
6-way controller, sending out four bold wires from the controller,one is public anode,the other three are cathodal 
controlling ends.Connect them to the relative wires of the female-plug end of the light string.

Please separate the DC5v power supply circuit from other circuit of large machines.
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PIN’s functiona:
PIN Signal Name Function

White wire VCC Connected to DC5V public anode

Red wire R- Cathodal controlling end of red light

Green wire G- Cathodal controlling end of green light

Blue wire B- Cathodal controlling end of blue light

* Notice: For the whole string , the end with female-plug is input end.

Basic Parameters:
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Appearance, size and method of installation(unit:mm):
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1.5 mm

32 mm
36 mm

13 mm

12 mm

Method of installation: Adopoting drilling installation,the thickness of the 
carrier must be less than 1.5mm,the diameter of the hole is 12mm (please 
punching the holes by puching machine), plug the led light into the hole 
from interior to outer according to the following plugging lights drawing.

Notice: backplane is needed in order to prevent the rain into the back end of the light.Please do not screw the lights 
into the holes,if the hole is anomalous,please modify it first,otherwise it will damage the plastic sheath of the light.


